DAY 1 (15 April 13-18h)

Part 1: Introductions
1. Welcome: Hubert Holin, French Ministry in charge of the Environment
2. TFIAM co-chairs: Information on the Convention
   - Revision of the Gothenburg Protocol
   - Policy options document and New approaches for EECCA countries, Western Balkan countries and Türkiye
   - TFIAM/CIAM Policy brief on potential targets to reduce risks for health and ecosystems
3. TFIAM co-chairs: 2024/2025 Work plan
4. Till Spranger (WGSR): Gothenburg Protocol Revision – WGSR needs

Part 2: Support of further policy development under the Convention
5. Rob Maas (TFIAM): Policy brief on potential ambitions for a new Protocol
6. Peter Meulepas: Review options for EECCA countries, Western Balkan countries and Türkiye
7. Zig Klimont/Gregor Kiesewetter (CIAM): Progress in modelling undertaken by CIAM for the GP Revision
8. Tim Butler (HTAP): Methane as a precursor of ground-level ozone: summary of current work and plans for scenario modelling in support of the revision of the Gothenburg Protocol
9. Mike Holland (EMEP): Health Impact Assessment and valuation after EMAPEC
10. Guus Velders/Martine Ouwersloot (EPCAC): EPCAC progress and plans

DAY 2 (16 April 9h-18h)
11. Anna Engleryd (TFICAP): TFICAP update
12. Markus Geupel (CCE): Latest developments under ICP Modelling & Mapping with the potential to integrate in IAM: Harmonised receptor map, empirical critical loads data base

Part 3: Further model development
15. Toon Vandyck (OECD): The OECD environmental outlook: modelling the triple planetary crisis of climate change, biodiversity, and pollution
16. Enrico Pisoni (JRC): (i) PM$_{2.5}$ Atlas 2023: new findings; (ii) FAIRMODE updates (incl. bias correction) and possible collaboration with TFIAM
17. Simone Schucht/Mike Holland: Updated assessment of marginal damage costs and externalities for European industrial facilities
18. Stefan Åström/Simone Schucht/Mike Holland: Valesor – European project on methods for valuing health impacts
19. Claudio A. Belis (JRC): Interaction between O3 and CH4 at the European and global levels

Part 4: Progress of assessment modelling by parties
20. Helen ApSimon (UK): IAM work in the UK
21. Lilli Kashef Hamadani (USA)/Diane de Kerckhove (CAN): U.S.-Canada Air Quality Agreement
22. Guido Lanzani /Matteo Lazzarini (Italy): Assessing the impacts and feasibility of emission reduction scenarios in the Po Valley to attain air quality standards recommended by WHO guidelines
23. Andreas Eisold (Germany): Potential average exposure reduction in Germany

SOCIAL DINNER IN PARIS

DAY 3 (17 April 9-13 h)

Part 4: continued
24. Mark Barrett (UK): Wider environmental impacts of net zero greenhouse gas emission energy systems
25. Laura Zecchi (Italy): Comparison of two IAM systems: a test case over Northern Italy
26. Marta Garcia (Spain): Selected multi-sector measures to improve air quality in Spain: impacts on air quality

Part 5: Other elements of the TFIAM workplan 2024-2025
27. TFIAM co-chairs: A.O.B.

Part 6: Closure
28. TFIAM co-chairs: Conclusions of the meeting